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Reform of Academic Representation at QUB 

Activity 

Creation of Electoral System 
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Progress 

Over the Summer I worked to map out courses and pathways in each 

School, taking information from QSIS on numbers of students in 

each, drawing on previous lists of Course Reps, and working from a 

ratio of 1 Rep:30 Students. 

This exercise was done in conjunction with Schools to ensure that 

any new electoral structure would suit their needs, especially those 

that had recently gone through mergers as a result of the Size and 

Shape Review. 

We identified a total of 390 Electoral Constituencies, to elect 627 

Course Reps. This did not include approximately an additional 100 

Reps who would not go through the new process at this time, as 

agreed with the Schools. 

Myself and the Student Voice team liaised with Information Services 

to gain their support for the project, recognising that any previous 

elections we had run from the SU were nowhere near as complex. 

We then provided them with detailed breakdowns of each 

constituency, based on pathway codes, year group, and the number 

of Representatives to be elected in each.    

Given that the electoral constituency structure was a bit of a 

painstaking effort, taking approximately 3 months to build, it was 

recognised that it would not be possible to build an automatic 

nomination process on QOL (drawing on student data from QSIS). It 

was decided to embed a simple Google Doc on to the SU website, 

that could be advertised alongside the promotional materials. 

The Google Doc was built by Student Voice and embedded by 

Marketing in to the new ‘Student Rep’ webpages. Nominations then  

 

 

Plan of Work Progress 
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went live on Friday 23rd September, and was communicated to  

Schools alongside promotional materials on Sunday 25th September. 

Nominations remained open until Friday 7th October, and in total 

for the 627 positions available, we received 634 nominations. 

We reopened nominations for a short period, notifying the Schools 

of which Constituencies had received no nominations. We received 

an additional 60 nominees. 

  

With one institution wide date set for elections, we were able to run 

a much more concerted and cohesive promotional effort, as 

demonstrated in the high volume of interest and nominations 

received. New promotional materials were created for the elections, 

including PDF slides for lecturers, leaflets (online and printed), email 

templates for Schools, and web banners. New ‘Become a Student 

Rep’ webpages went live on the website, and all nominations for 

School Rep were also to be directed to the SU rather than to Schools 

as previously done. 

At close of nominations 137 seats were filled automatically, as the 

number of nominations had not exceeded the number of available 

seats in those constituencies. A total of 178 seats had received no 

nominations, and these positions were reopened to nomination. A 

further 53 seats were opened to co-option. 

The elections for Course Reps were held on Thursday 13th October, 

with 96 electoral constituencies contested by more candidates than 

available seats, to elect a total of 213 Reps. There were over 398 

candidates running, and a turnout of 1,481 votes in a 12 hour polling 

period. This was the largest one day turnout in the Autumn semester 

elections to date, and I hope to give an exact turnout percentage to 

the next Council. I believe it may be one of the highest turnouts 

we’ve ever seen at QUBSU, given that only a limited electorate was 

able to cast a ballot. 

We encountered only minor difficulties on the day of the election; 

much better than expected. The level of detailed work beforehand 

had paid off on the day! 

The Returning Officer and myself decided to rerun a number of 

elections, in a total of 13 Constituencies during the Tuesday 18th 

election period. This was due to some errors, and the decision was 

taken in the interest of fairness. 

With a comprehensive list of Course Reps post-election I was able to 

turn my attention to improving the training on offer for Reps. When 

notifying successful candidates of their election, we sent them an 

Eventbrite link to register for the new ‘Rep Academy’. Ideally the 

Academy would have been the focus of the Summer, but election 

reform was of course crucial for the SU to be able to dramatically  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ongoing Support 
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Promotion 

Rep Academy 

Follow-Up Training 

 

 

 

overhaul the training offering. 

The Rep Academy was scheduled from 9am—5pm on Saturday 5th 

November, with a total of 249 Course and School Reps having 

registered to attend. On the day only 145 signed-in at registration, 

which was short of my hoped for target of 200, which would have 

matched last year’s total trained across a 6 week period. As with 

previous years, there will be issues with ongoing Rep engagement 

and this is something I hope to improve as time goes on. 

Sessions included an introduction to academic representation, 

Icebreakers, Get Educated!, Making an Impact, Representing 

Diversity, Partnership vs Marketisation, Committees and public 

speaking, Women in Leadership, and Campaigns. 

I’d like to thank all the staff and students who made the day so 

successful and enjoyable to run, and especially to all those who 

helped out and gave up their Saturday. Special thanks to Helen 

McNeely (Head of Student Affairs), and Paula Moran from the 

Learning Development Service who came in for the day. 

 Over the course of November I now hope to hold a number of 

condensed versions of the Rep Academy, in order to engage and 

train more Reps for their roles. I’d encourage any Rep who has yet to 

receive training to register when the emails are sent out. There has 

been considerable investment in the training this year and whether 

you are a returning Rep or not, the training is of immense value. 

I will be scheduling a number of Rep drop-in sessions for later in the 

Semester and in Semester 2. These were well attended last year and 

I want to continue with them. 

I have already met with some of the School Reps and will be setting 

dates for monthly meetings with them soon. 

This will be an ongoing action now that the election period is over, 

and that the end of training is in sight. A full report of progress to 

date with actions that I now hope to take is contained in our recent 

submission to the upcoming meeting with Academic Board. It was a 

key aim of mine that we produce a report that was focused on 

academic representation, as it should have been in the past, rather 

than a generic SU Sweep Report. If anyone would like a copy of our 

first report of the year I am happy to send it to them. 

  

 

See ‘Training’ Update above. 

See ‘Training’ Update above. 

With lower number than hoped at the initial Academy my focus has 

now turned to running a number of condensed ‘mini’ Rep 

Academies. 

  



Student Partnership Agreement 

 Initial Groundwork 

  

  

 

Initial Exploratory Work 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work of the Group 

 

Get Educated! 

Soft Launch 

 

 

 

 

Campaign 

 

 

Education Awards 2017 

Plans for the Year 

 

 

 

Myself and DASA have agreed a basic format for any proposed 

‘Working Group’ of staff and students to examine the possibilities of 

formalising a Student Partnership Agreements. As of yet, no 

recruitment of students has taken place. 

 I have completed the Toolkit that will be used by the staff and 

student groups to explore ideas around partnership and what it 

currently looks like in practice at QUB. Each group will meet 

separately to consider the Toolkit and then come together in a larger 

committee-style, chaired by the SU President and the PVC for 

Education and Students. 

No exact timeframe has been set for this work to begin as of yet, 

however I would like to have met with the student group before 

Christmas. 

No update. 

  

 

I was keen to do a ‘soft launch’ at the Rep Academy, engaging the 

Reps in the concept of the campaign as an exercise in signposting 

students and also getting them educated in University procedures 

such as Appeals and ‘Fit to Sit’. 

 

I hope to re-launch the campaign late this Semester, or early next 

Semester. 

 

 

I have drawn up an initial outline of the timeline leading up to the 

Awards and agreed with Marketing when promotional activities will 

begin. At the moment the Awards ceremony will either be on 2nd 

May or 4th May. 

     

     

Save Our Schools 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Many of you will know of the ‘Save Our Schools’ campaign that 

began late last Semester and became the biggest campaign QUBSU 

has run since the fight against the lifting of the fee cap on 2010. 

Since then I sat on the School Board for the merger in HAPP (History, 

Anthropology, Philosophy and Politics) and been heavily involved in 

the Single Honours Review Working Group, which was tasked with 

proposing a way to maintain the BA Social Anthropology and BA 

Sociology after Senate’s initial decision to withdraw them. 

We successfully saw the decision around Anthropology reversed by 

the Faculty Executive Board (FEB) for Arts Humanities and Social  
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PhD Working Conditions 

Survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sciences. However AHSSFEB did not reverse the position of Sociology 

which was of dramatic consequence for the discipline. I am strongly 

of the opinion that this decision was taken for the wrong reasons, 

and was the result of backlash against the Save Our Schools 

campaign and its success in holding Senior Management to account.  

However, after 2 weeks of continual lobbying, a slightly revised 

proposition than the one presented by the SHRWG was accepted by 

FEB and subsequently UEB. This included the reversal of a decision 

to increase the entry tariff for Sociology from BBB to ABB. I 

personally lobbied for this decision to be reversed, citing that it was 

ill-thought out at a time of great upheaval. 

Those of you on Council last year may remember that I had begun 

work alongside PhD students from UCU on a survey of all PhD 

students on their working conditions if they took up work with the 

University outside their academic commitments. This was as a result 

of concerns being continually raised by PGR students on disparity in 

pay and conditions across the University. 

I compiled the data received from this Survey and then the PhD 

group at UCU wrote a report on the findings, in order that they could 

lobby for fair conditions. This Report was regrettably not passed 

through EMC for approval before it went to print. During the time of 

print I was preoccupied with Rep reform, and I am sorry to say that I 

‘took my eye off the ball’. However, I stand by the findings of the 

Report and the demands it makes, and I believe I have the full 

backing of the Executive in this matter. 

The Report made media headlines, completely unexpectedly on the 

part of the SU. Senior Management were taken off guard, and 

appeared to more angry that they had another negative headline, 

rather than the fact that a report found exploitation in the 

University. I reject any attempt by Senior Management to interfere 

in my work or to hold me accountable. I am accountable to students, 

not to them.  

I hope that a fair and equitable solution to problems highlighted in 

the report can be found by working with the relevant people. 

 

4th July  Trans Equality Meeting on new Trans Policy at QUB (handover work) 

4th July  Meeting with Fergal McFerran (NUS-USI President) to discuss priorities for the year 

6th July Sweep with Margaret Topping and VP Equality and Diversity 

7th July Meeting to discuss Awards categories for 16/17 with Clubs and Societies Support 

Officer, Volunteer & Development Support Officer, and the Marketing Manager. 

7th July Meeting with SU President to discuss my priorities for the year 

18th July First full-team meeting of the full-time Executive 

Meetings 



21st July Meeting with Ioannis Tsioukalis about course closures 

21st July Meeting with Dr Michelle Spence about ensuring stronger PGR representation in the 

reform of academic representation 

21st July Meeting with Vice President Welfare 

22nd July  All day handover meeting with Hannah Niblock 

26th July Meeting with the Learning Development Service to discuss findings of Personal Tutor 

Survey carried out by my predecessor, and development of support materials for 

Personal Tutors to raise greater awareness among staff of the role 

26th July Meeting with SU Marketing to set timeline for Education Awards 

27th July Meeting with Lisa Evans of Clements about the Big Breakfast (Freshers event) 

27th July Meeting with Clare McFadden from Resilience and Wellbeing (DASA) 

28th July Meeting of the Freshers Fortnight Working Group – I updated on progress for the Big 

Breakfast, which was almost finalised. 

29th July Meeting Angela McQuade to discuss Peer Mentoring and potential Rep training 

29th July Phonecall with Helen McNeely 

29th July Academic Representation reform meeting with Martin Dempster (Psychology) 

29th July Meeting with SU President and key staff from LDS and WPU to discuss the Compact 

Scheme and ideas around promotion of Asylum Seeker Scholarships 

1st August Academic Representation reform meeting with Peter Hepper (Psychology) 

1st August Meeting of the Executive with Ryan Feeney to question why QUB had prepared a paper 

on tuition fee increases, and why the committee that produced the paper had not been 

transparent. Caroline Young was also in attendance. 

2nd August Academic Representation reform – phonecall with Kurt Taroff (AEL) 

2nd August Meeting with Helen McNeely and Michelle Spence in DASA to discuss moving forward 

with exploring a Student Partnership Agreement. This meeting was incredibly positive 

and a number of key actions were agreed. 

2nd August Meeting with SU Retail & Premises Manager to discuss the Big Breakfast 

3rd August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Carmel Hughes (Pharmacy) 

4th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Joan Rahilly and Kim Mahon 

(Theology) 

5th August Meeting of Executive to discuss Plan of Work, Strategic Plan, and Policy File 

5th August Meeting of Exec with Robbie Young, VP Society and Citizenship at NUS 

8th August International Welcome Week Working Group with VP Equality and Diversity 

9th August Meeting with the Marketing Manager 

9th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Sally Wheeler (AEL and Law) 

9th August Meeting with Katy Hayward (Sociology) re the course closures 

11th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with James Davis (HAPP) 

11th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Hugo Van der Hart (Maths & Physics) 

12th August Meeting to finalise Freshers Fortnight, including Big Breakfast 

12th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Paul Mageean (IPLS) 

15th August Planning session with Jack Leahy (USI, VP Academic Affairs) for academic 

representation reform at QUB. Jack’s expertise was invaluable. 

18th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Robin Hickey (Law) 



18th August Meeting with Ciarán O’Neill, Learning Development Tutor, to discuss potential areas of 

work together with the SU 

19th August Meeting with VP Equality & Diversity to run through PhD Survey data 

19th August  Meeting with SU Director to discuss some changes to SU Annual Delivery Plan, 

including cutting the annual ‘Pop Up SUs’ from plan 

19th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Muiris Mac Carthaigh (HAPP) 

19th August Meeting with Representation Support Officer to discuss Education Plan of Work 

19th August Meeting with SU President to discuss plans for Student Partnership 

19th August Phonecall with David Phinnemore to discuss issues around SHRWG 

19th August Meeting with Caspar Love (Info Services), SU President, and Student Voice to finalise 

plans for online elections 

23rd August Personal Tutor Lead Session on supports available and best practice; jointly organised 

by myself and Paula Moran (LDS) 

24th August Meeting with Ioannis Tsioulakis 

24th August Meeting with SU President on academic representation 

25th August Meeting with SU Marketing to discuss plans for Course Rep elections 

25th August Meeting with PVC for Education and Students, David Jones on plans for Student 

Partnership and for academic representation reform across the institution 

25th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Brian Falzon (Mechanical & 

Aerospace Engineering) 

29th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Shirley-Ann Hazlett (Management) 

29th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with John McGrath (Biological Sciences) 

29th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Philip Hanna and Allister Lee (EEECS) 

29th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Peter Robertson, Gary Sheldrake, and 

Angela Doherty (Chemistry and Chemical Engineering) 

30th August Academic Representation reform – meeting with Sharon Haughey and Paul McCague 

(Pharmacy) 

1st September Meeting with Representation Support Officer 

1st September QUBSU Council reform meeting  

5th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Geoff Cunningham (Mechanical and 

Aerospace Engineering) 

5th September Meeting with Residential Assistants with the QUBSU Exec as part of their training 

5th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Graham Ellison (Law) 

6th September Meeting with Michelle Spence (DASA) to discuss issues around the toolkit I had 

designed for the work of the proposed Student Partnership group. We agreed the 

toolkit would be beneficial to beginning this work. 

6th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Marian Traynor, Gail Anderson, and 

Caroline Mulvenna (Nursing and Midwifery) 

7th September Overview of University Finances presentation and discussion with Wendy Galbraith 

(Head of Finance)  

7th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Robert Bowman (Maths and Physics) 

9th September Myself and Paula Moran met with Personal Tutors in SSESW (not including the old 

Education side of the School) to discuss support and how to improve in their School 



13th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Graham McGeown, Catherine 

McKeown, Valerie Reid, and Nicola Swenarton (Medicine, Dentistry, and Biomedical 

Sciences) 

13th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Greg Keeffe, Maria Bennett, and Alan 

Jones (Natural and Built Environment) 

14th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Allen Thurston (Social Sciences, 

Education, and Social Work) 

14th September QUBSU Executive meeting DFM Martin McGuinness and Junior Minister Megan Fearon 

to raise issues that the SU and students face, including independence and HE funding 

14th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Neil Jarman (Institute of Global Peace, 

Security, and Justice) 

16th September Academic Representation reform – meeting with Kurt Taroff (AEL) 

16th September Myself and Paula Moran met with Personal Tutors in Biomedical Sciences to discuss 

how to implement support for their students 

16th September Myself and the SU President met David Phinnemore (Dean of Education AHSS) urgently 

to discuss the decision of AHSS Feb to continue with the withdrawal of BA Sociology. 

Answers were not very forthcoming and we impressed on the Dean that the decision 

was unacceptable to the student body, and we would campaign for a reversal. 

19th September Meeting with Sociology staff 

20th September Myself and the SU President met PVC AHSS Adrienne Scullion and Acting Director of 

Ops (AHSS) Helen Hart to ask about the decision to withdraw BA Sociology despite the 

massive opposition to such a move, and the detailed work of SHRWG. The PVC was not 

forthcoming on reversing this decision, citing that FEB was responsible. 

27th September Meeting with Alison Neate to discuss student opinion gathering/focus groups on the 

potential new VLE as part of work of Digital Learning Solutions Project Group 

27th September Meeting with David Phinnemore at which he showed me the revised proposal for BA 

Sociology. This had come about after considerable pressure from ourselves, staff, and 

UCU. I indicated that without proper review or discussion I was not in a position to 

support the paper sitting in front of me, however at first glance it seemed positive 

30th September Attended the SU Staff Meeting to update on Plan of Work for the year 

6th October Overview of the work of Research and Enterprise – this was a very informative session 

7th October Meeting of Council Review Group 

13th October SU monthly Sweep meeting with David Jones (PVC Education and Students) and Wilma 

Fee (Director of Academic and Student Affairs) along with SU President and VP Welfare. 

We discussed a multitude of issues from partnership, to academic representation 

reform, to personal tutoring, to embedding welfare in to SSCC agendas. 

14th October Coffee with the new Academic Representation Assistant, Alice Devlin, to discuss 

academic representation reform and the new Rep Academy 

14th October Sweep meeting with the SU President 

17th October Team discussion on the University’s new Corporate Plan. This was cancelled, but I 

submitted my feedback to the SU President via email specifically noting a lack of focus 

on students, or indeed on teaching. I also flagged the inclusion of partnership. 

20th October Meeting of Council Review Group 



21st October Meeting with UCU, myself and the SU President 

24th October Meeting with Helen McNeely (DASA) and Kara Bailie (Graduate School) to discuss plans 

for the Rep Academy, and how both services could have input. 

25th October Finalising plans for the Rep Academy workbook with Alice Devlin 

26th October Training and discussion with Estelle Leckey and Brian Slevin of Academic Affairs, around 

the new Regulations. Myself and the SU Advisers particularly focused on the impact of 

the new Faculty Appeal stage and how it would affect our workloads and ability to 

represent students.  

26th October Meeting of EMC with John Gormley and Elizabeth Trainor (Information Services). I gave 

an update on Academic Representation election reform and thanked their staff, 

specifically Caspar Love, for all the help they had provided. 

26th October Academic Board pre-meet with myself, David Jones, and Helen McNeely at which we 

agreed the agenda for the first meeting. We also discussed some other issues. 

26th October Meeting with new School Reps to give them an overview of their roles – only 16 out of 

18 had been elected at this stage. 8 were able to make it on the night at short notice. 

27th October Monthly Sweep between myself and Wilma Fee – Damien Corridan and Alice Devlin in 

attendance. Wilma questioned me on the existence of the PhD Report; I apologised 

that it had come out of the blue, but stood by the report’s findings. It was agreed that 

exploitation, wherever it may be in the institution, should be flagged and brought to an 

end. We discussed a number of other issues, especially the new HEFCE Quality 

Assurance Operating Model, and how Senate will now play a role in quality assurance. 

27th October Meeting with Alison Neate about the new VLE and gathering student feedback. 

27th October Myself, SU President, and SU Director met with Caroline Young about the PhD Report. 

Caroline flagged that the report was unexpected, to which I admitted that was an issue, 

however I insisted that I was not accountable to the Directorate of Student Plus. 

27th October Meeting with NUS-USI’s Keelin McGrogan about the Rep Academy and Student 

Partnership. We discussed how QUBSU can play a role in lobbying for a region-wide 

Partnership body. 

28th October Finalising the Plan of Work meeting with the Representation Support Officer. 

4th November Meeting with Helen McNeely to finalise plans for the Rep Academy 

 

 

 

 

 

1st July Graphic Design Intern Interviews – appointment made. 

4th July Going for Gold: Diversity Now for Students (Handover work) – a group looking at 

implementing a new online programme to ensure students are aware of equality and 

diversity issues, and how they can recognise discrimination and exclusion 

4th July Temporary Money Management Adviser Interviews – appointment made. 

6th July Single Honours Review Working Group – group set up in the wake of ‘Save Our 

Schools’, bringing together staff from Sociology and Social Anthropology, one student 

Committees 



Rep from each course, plus Dean of Education for AHSS and the Faculty Manager. 

Tasked with bringing proposal on whether to maintain the two BA’s cut in the Size and 

Shape Review 

6th July School of HAPP Project Board for the merger – group chaired by the two Acting Head’s 

of School. This was the only merged School to fundamentally prepare itself for the 

merger on 1st August. The work of the group was positive, especially in comparison to 

other merged Schools that did not prepare at all. 

19th July HAPP Project Board 

20th July Executive Management Committee 

21st July Fitness to Practice Panel  

27th July Executive Management Committee 

28th July Digital Learning Solutions Project Group – group tasked with putting together a 

Business Case for replacing our Virtual Learning Environment (VLE) which is currently 

QOL. I’m determined to remain as close to this work as possible as it has the potential 

to radically improve the student learning environment on offer at QUB. 

3rd August Executive Management Committee 

10th August Single Honours Review Working Group – discussion around the issues at stake, the 

approach that the PVC for Faculty wanted, and how the group wanted to proceed 

24th August Executive Management Committee 

24th August Single Honours Review Working Group – discussing how to shape proposals for each 

Single Honours degree in question 

25th August Digital Learning Solutions Project Group – procurement demonstration from D2L 

5th September Commercial Services Forum – issues raised around lack of communication and approval 

by the SU Executive 

7th September Digital Learning Solution Project Group 

8th September SHRWG – meeting to finalise proposal to go forward to FEB for BA Social Anthropology 

9th September SHRWG – meeting to finalise proposal to go forward to FEB for BA Sociology 

13th September Shortlisting for the new Academic Representation Assistant post secured in the 

Summer in the new SU Budget for 16/17 

15th September Executive Management Committee 

19th September Fitness to Practice Panel 

20th September Academic Council – special meeting called to make changes to academic governance 

structures – only relatively minor amendments 

22nd September Committee of Discipline Panel 

23rd September Academic Representation Assistant Interviews – appointment made. 

27th September Executive Management Committee 

4th October Course and Regulations Group – this group approves Course changes, including new 

course, and changes to regulations and other important academic procedures. At this 

meeting there was considerable discussion around timeframes for approval of new 

courses as a result of a new Terms and Conditions for students receiving offers. 

5th October Collaborative Provision Group – this group considers partnerships with other 

institutions, including INTO and China Queen’s College. I could not attend this 

Committee due to clashes with other committees of which I am a member. 



5th October Digital Learning Solutions Project Group 

5th October Postgraduate Advisory Board – a Committee made up largely of staff who supervise 

PGR students, or are Directors of Graduate Studies. There was considerable discussion 

around the input the group can have without any formal powers.   

5th October SU Management Board 

11th October Digital Literacies Working Group – this group looks at the digital capabilities and 

literacies of students and staff, primarily how to embed this in to the curriculum. The 

group discussed what proposals to send to the DLSWG for the new VLE. Discussions 

were at best, unproductive. 

17th October Supporting Student Attainment Action Group – this group looks at issues of student 

retention, which is how to ensure students stay in University especially from harder to 

reach backgrounds. The group decided it needed more focus on specific groups, 

including international students, and needed to drive forward language support. There 

was also considerable discussion on the work of myself and Paula Moran on Personal 

Tutoring. We agreed to take this forward. 

20th October Research and Postgraduate Committee – this was a relatively quick meeting which 

considered the new Misconduct in Research Regs, PTES Results, and some other 

reports, including PGR Examiner feedback.  

24th October Education Committee – considered the new HEFCE Quality Assessment Operating 

Model and the Teaching Excellence Framework, of which I have huge concerns. 

Considered the NSS scores for 15/16; I raised low score on Assessment and Feedback 

when asked. There was also some discussion on the SU score. Other reports were 

considered. 

26th October Executive Management Committee 

26th October First SSCC of Biological Sciences Undergraduates 

28th October Take Back Queen’s Committee Meeting 

31st October NUS-USI Regional Council – it was raised why students and Student Officers had not 

been invited by NUS-USI to the All-Party Group on Students Launch. There seemed to 

be some confusion on their part as to whether they were allowed to invite anyone. I 

also asked that the work of the President in his personal life, on Brexit be separated 

from the need to work on student-specific issues arising from Brexit. It was agreed that 

a briefing document on the impact on students and on SU’s would be brought forward. 

2nd November Executive Management Committee – I formally reported that I had not sought approval 

for the PhD Working Conditions Survey before it went to print.  

  

 

 

30th June Graduation Ceremony 

30th June Graduation Dinner 

2nd July Graduation Ceremony 

6th July Graduation Ceremony 

9th – 10th August University of Limerick SU, University of Ulster SU, and University of East London SU, 

visit and conference to QUBSU on best practice 

Events Attended 



22nd – 23rd 

August 

USI Top-Up Training on issues of student casework, recording, resilience, and suicide 

awareness 

14th September International Welcome Week – International Buddy Scheme Meet-Up and the 

International Quiz organised by the VP Equality and Diversity 

15th September International Welcome Week – Traditional Crawl organised by the VP Equality and 

Diversity 

17th September Elms Selfie Challenge as part of Elms Move-In weekend, organised by the VP Welfare 

18th September SU Stall at the Elms Move-In weekend 

19th – 28th Sept Gave 10 Induction talks to first year students 

20th September RAG Pub Crawl – the biggest in the UK or Ireland! 

21st September The Big Breakfast – organised by myself, we fed around 650 students for Freshers! 

27th September Meet Your Officers (Freshers Event) organised by VP Equality and Diversity 

28th – 29th 

September 

Freshers Fair Days 1 and 2 – at which we promoted ‘Student Rep’ roles and 

engagement in Union activities. 

12th October Attended MA Conflict Transformation induction and gave overview of the the student 

rep elections 

19th October National Demo action Fees and Student Loans by USI in Dublin as part of their 

#EducationIs campaign – the QUBSU President organised a bus of our students 

24th October Launch of the All-Party Group for Students at Stormont, along with the VP Equality 

and Diversity, at the invitation of Hannah Niblock (UUP, Secretary to the Group) 

25th October Launch of the Report on PhD Working Conditions by UCU and the SU 

25th October Consent is BAE: Debate Panel organised by the wonderful VP Welfare!  

 

 

 

 

I have worked with approximately 120 students since July 1st on a multitude of issues. Much of this is 

entirely private and confidential so I will not provide much detail in this section of my report. Many of 

these students preferred to resolve issues over the phone or via email, although a considerable minority 

still preferred to meet in person.  

 

Key periods of Academic support: 

 

31st August - 13th September   Student Support Meetings  

20th September   Central Student Appeals Committee (CSAC) Submission deadline 

12th October – 14th October  Central Student Appeal Committee (CSAC) Hearings 

 

Personal and Sensitive Appeals deadlines are normally 48hours prior to the CSAC deadline, to allow 

students who do not have a successful P&S Appeal to resubmit to CSAC.  

 

I had 5 students submit successful Personal & Sensitive Appeals and 1 was unsuccessful. At CSAC, one 

student was sifted out prior to CSAC Hearings, and 3 were heard by a Panel. 1 of these students was 

unsuccessful at panel. 

 

Student Issues and Casework 



 

 

 

 

26th July Interview with Robbie Meredith for BBC Newsline about leaked QUB Committee 

paper advocating for a rise in tuition fees 

26th July Interview with Sarah Clarke for UTV Live about the same leaked paper noted above. 

26th July Recorded audio from BBC interview used on BBC Evening Extra 

26th July Recorded audio from UTV interview used on U105 

3rd October Interview with The Scoop on the PhD Working Conditions Survey. We also discussed 

the recent High Court decision on Brexit and Parliamentary sovereignty. 

September Quote provided to The Gown on the meeting with Martin McGuinness and Megan 

Fearon, and the need to prevent fee rises and continued marketisation 

 

 

 

 

 

10th – 15th July Students’ Union Training (SUT) with the Union of Students in Ireland (USI), 

hosted by AITSU (Athlone) 

18th July Transition training sessions with Student Voice 

19th July Transition training sessions with Student Voice 

20th July Transition training continued. 

3rd August Transition training continued. 

16th – 17th August Students’ Union Training Plus (SUT+) with USI, hosted at QUBSU 

22nd September NUS-USI Trustee Board Training as part of my role as an NUS-USI Trustee – 

given that we are not an independent Union I think this was valuable in 

considering how we might operate if we were autonomous. 

 

 

 

 

 

26th August Annual Leave 

2nd September Annual Leave 

 

Media 

Training 

Leave 


